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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study aims to provide an up-to-date picture of the national context associated with the 
spread and prevention of hate speech, in particular online hate speech directed against refugees 
and migrants. The study focuses on national regulatory frameworks, designed to identify, mitigate 
and counteract hate speech on the Internet, on the mechanisms for monitoring and reporting 
cases of hate speech, as well as on legal and non-legal measures to counter hate speech. 
Presented as well is an overview of civil society initiatives aimed at raising public awareness 
through trainings and various campaigns and projects. 
 

The methods used in the course of the study include a review of the literature (including a review 
of legal literature, academic and non-academic articles), as well as a seconday analysis of data (e.g. 
research conducted by non-governmental organisations, public authorities, scientists, opinion 
polls, legal databases, national statistics reports). The study presents a review of media monitoring 
data collected between 2014-2017 that tracks the responses of the public, the media, and 
politicians to different phases of the refugee and migrant crisis, correlating their responses with 
increases or reductions in hate speech in online media. 
 

Main conclusions and findings of the report: 
 

Studies of the public attitudes towards the refugees show that the opinions of the Bulgarian 
citizens are influenced and shaped mainly by the media. Media monitoring confirms that Bulgarian 
society harbors many fears in relation to the refugees. A large part of the population perceives the 
refugees as a “national security threat,” which is associated with the fear of a foreign religion, 
ethnicity and culture, as well as the potential economic burden that an influx of refugees would 
have on the country. 
 
The review of literature confirms that between 2014 and the first months of 2017, there has been 
a gradual increase in the use of hate speech in the media, both print and online news outlets. The 
key targets of hate speech are refugees (with a stronger focus on Muslims), as well as the 
“traditional” target of discrimination – the Roma minority. The negative public perceptions of the 
refugees are fueled largely by the media themselves (primarily media outlets associated with 
nationalist political parties and tabloids), as well as by the public rhetoric of politicians, nationalists 
and from the far right. 
 
The main channels for the dissemination of hate speech are social networks (Facebook, Vbox), 
readers’ comments in online forums of print media, tabloids and nationalistic online platforms. 
Thus the hostile rhetoric is (re)produced by the official media (mostly large television companies), 
which give voice to controversial political figures (mostly from nationalist and far-right parties). 
Another main trend is the clear correlation between political rhetoric that contains hate speech 
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and relevant domestic and international events (e.g. fluctuations in the number of refugees 
coming to Europe and Bulgaria, election campaigns in the country, etc.). 
 
Despite the increasing number of instances of hate speech online, the only sanctions that users 
are subject to are restrictions by Facebook or the respective forum’s administrators. The process 
of reporting online hate speech is ineffective, as is the subsequent investigation and prosecution 
of the cases. There are no convictions for online hate speech. 
 
Rather than investing efforts and time to counteract online hate speech, the media, politicians and 
public officials express support of such views, which contributes to the acceptance and 
normalization of hate speech in public discourse. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. Further and more rigorous work is needed by the prosecution office and the courts in 
order to ensure effective sanctions for organisations and individuals who have been charged with 
the use of hate speech online. This includes making easier the procedures for reporting cases of 
hate speech to the responsible authorities. 
 

2. Improving the cooperation between the media and IT companies, to ensure more 
effective use of the mechanisms for reporting and removal of online content involving hate 
speech. 
 

3. There is a need for large-scale information and awareness-raising campaigns at the 
national level to inform the public about the issue and to mobilise civic energy to counter the 
spreading of hate speech on the Internet. In this respect, the creation of school or University 
language codes should be also encouraged, taking care that they do not become a form of 
censorship and limit the freedom of expression. 
 

Such campaigns would more clearly reveal to the public the way in which the media becomes a 
platform of hostile attitudes and hate speech, extreme populism and media attacks not only 
against certain groups that are discriminated against (refugees, migrants, minorities), but also 
against human rights defenders. 
 

4. Amidst the growing proliferation of fake news in the media, such campaigns and 
targeted efforts to improve the media literacy of students, young people and the wider public are 
particularly important. The introduction of media literacy training and critical thinking skills in 
schools, starting with elementary school, will equip young with the skills and knowledge to 
recognize and denounce all forms of propaganda and ideologies whose extreme forms could lead 
not only to the use of hate speech, but to hate crimes and to the radicalisation of intolerance and 
violence towards the Other. 
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5. Introducing anti-discrimination training with a particular focus on (online) hate speech 

for representatives of different institutions - teachers, journalists and media editors, police 
officers, prosecutors, judges, local government officials. 
 
             6. The responsible state and local authorities should initiate, conduct or commission 
further studies and carrying out public opinion polls to collect data on the scope and spread of 
hate speech. NGOs that have gained experience on the subject can also be involved in these 
studies, but the cooperation between the various stakeholders is critical to the success of any 
future initiatives. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Project background 

The project is implemented by a consortium of 8 organizations from 7 countries: Sofia 
Development Association (Bulgaria) – lead partner, Libera Università di Lingue e Comunicazione 
IULM  - IUL (Italy), the Languages Company (United Kingdom), Center for Peace (Croatia), People in 
Need (Czech Republic), Asociația Divers (Romania), Associazione FORMA.Azione (Italy), and 
Municipality of Agii Anargiri-Kamatero (Greece). 
 
This project tackles the issue of hate speech - online hate speech in particular, targeted against 
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in the 7 EU countries. It addresses the need for more 
effective civil society response to online hate speech through sharing and disseminating best 
practices. The main project objective is to strengthen the response of civil society at the national 
and EU level to online hate speech through active engagement of local communities in creating 
and sharing powerful counter-narratives against xenophobic discourse. The project focuses on 1) 
building multi-stakeholder coalitions for developing counter-narratives to denounce hate speech 
and negative representations of migrants and refugees, and 2) disseminating the positive 
messages through media literacy and a public awareness campaign. 
 
The project also aims: 

• to compile and share best practices for countering the spread of online hate speech 
against migrants, refugees and minorities through awareness-raising campaigns; 

• to provide new data on the nature, scope and impact of online hate speech targeting 
migrants and refugees, in order to aid national and EU authorities to develop more 
effective integration and anti-discrimination policies; 
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• to foster shared understanding and communication between the communities most 
vulnerable to hate speech and mainstream society in Europe; 

• to educate and train the target groups about hate speech, media literacy, creation and 
dissemination of web content. 

1.2. Objectives 

The first part of the research focuses on the national normative frameworks developed to identify, 
limit and counter hate speech online, the mechanisms for monitoring and reporting hate speech 
instances, and legal and non-legal measures to counter hate speech.  
 
Specific research objectives:  

• To provide up-to-date picture of the national context as well as comparative 
assessments on countering hate speech 

• To identify key stakeholders, supporters, multipliers, to be involved in subsequent 
project activities 

• To assess key civil society initiatives for countering hate speech and other forms of 
discrimination  

• To identify best strategies for civic actors to counter hate-based violence on the 
Internet 

• To develop methodological and technical tools for media content analysis on hate 
speech 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 2.1. Research problem and aim of the research 

The research problem is defined by the main project objectives, namely, to strengthen the civil 
society response against the spread of online hate speech against migrants and refugees. 
Accordingly, the research has two main aims: 1) to describe and assess the effectiveness of the 
existing regulations against online hate speech in each partner country, and 2) to assess the 
societal responses against hate speech in each partner country in order to develop more effective 
strategies for civic actors to counter online hate speech against migrants and refugees. 

 2.2. Justification of the research 

While a number of studies on the regulatory framework on hate speech have been done in 
individual countries and across the EU, not enough has been done to establish the effectiveness of 
these regulations (or the need for new ones) in the case of online hate speech against migrants 
and refugees. The increasing migration flows to Europe in the past two years, coupled with the 
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rising negative attitude to migrants and refugees create a new sense of urgency to look deeper 
into the issue and to generate the changes needed. In this regard, the research will provide the 
basis for developing powerful counter-narratives against xenophobia in an environment where 
migrants and refugees are becoming increasingly vulnerable not only to verbal assault but to 
physical violence as well. In addition, the study will allow for a critical assessment of social media’s 
role in creating and spreading discriminative and xenophobic attitudes, and for a critical 
assessment of the most recent regulatory changes and cooperation agreements between national 
and EU public authorities and Internet intermediaries – organizations that mediate online 
communication such as Google, Facebook, to curb the spread and incidence of hate speech on the 
internet. Research findings will be followed with recommendations in the country reports and the 
integrated comparative report targeted at the relevant stakeholders. 
 
In defining the scope of the research, the project team members have considered previous studies 
on hate speech done at national and EU level, as well as publications on discrimination, 
xenophobia, and racism. Given the tensions between hate speech and freedom of expression, as 
well as its intersection in issues of human rights, equality and dignity, and laws governing the 
media, the research will focus on various pieces of legislation that might be applicable to hate 
speech and online hate speech in particular. 

 2.3. Definitions used  

The research does not aim to engage in theoretical debates on the definition of the term “hate 
speech” or debates on the tension between freedom of expression and hate speech. For the 
purposes of this study, and given the lack of a common international definition of hate speech, the 
project partners have agreed to use the definition proposed by the Council of Europe: „The term‚ 
hate speech‘ shall be understood as covering all forms of expression which spread, incite, promote 
or justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other forms of hatred based on intolerance, 
including: intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination and 
hostility against minorities, migrants and people of immigrant origin.“1 The research will also take 
into account article 2.1 of the  Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime2, which states 
that "racist and xenophobic material" means any written material, any image or any other 
representation of ideas or theories, which advocates, promotes or incites hatred, discrimination or 
violence, against any individual or group of individuals, based on race, color, descent or national or 
ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as a pretext for any of these factors. Partners will also use 
as guidelines the definition of cyberhate and the forms and mechanisms used by those who 
spread or promote hate online proposed by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) “ADL defines Cyber 

1 Appendix to RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers on “Hate Speech." Adopted by the Committee of 
Ministers of the Council of Europe on 30 October 1997 at the 607th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies 
2 Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, concerning the criminalisation of acts of a racist and xenophobic nature 
committed through computer systems (Strasbourg, 28.I.2003). 
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hate as any use of electronic communications technology to spread anti-Semitic, racist, bigoted, 
extremist or terrorist messages or information. These electronic communications technologies 
include the Internet (i.e., Web-sites, social networking sites, “Web 2.0” user-generated content, 
dating sites, blogs, on-line games, instant messages, and E-mail) as well as other computer- and 
cell phone-based information technologies (such as text messages and mobile phones).”3 

 2.4. Research methods 

Given the main goal of the research, that is, mapping the national context (regulatory framework 
and societal responses to online hate speech), the methods selected for data gathering and 
analysis are qualitative. The qualitative focus of the research is justified in light of its primary aim, 
namely to get a deeper understanding and to support assessment of the social and non-regulatory 
mechanisms that can help to counter the production, dissemination and impact of hateful 
messages online. The methods to be employed for the research include literature review 
(including review of legal literature, academic and non-academic articles), and secondary data 
review (for example, content produced by NGOs, relevant public bodies, scholars, representative 
surveys, legal databases, national statistics reports). 
 

3. NATIONAL CONTEXT FRAMEWORK 

 3.1. National context overview and data on current social, economic and political 
situation in the country 

The past few years have faced Europe with serious foreign and domestic political challenges which 
affect all EU countries, and Bulgaria in particular as an external border strategically located in the 
Balkans: increased migration flow, terrorist threats, information warfare, cyberterrorism, etc. 
These circumstances have an influence on the economic, social and geopolitical development of 
the country, and thus define how the public views both these problems and Bulgaria’s role in 
resolving them. The international risks to the development of the country are both geopolitical 
(primarily the situation in Syria and the Middle East and the resulting refugee crisis) as well as 
economic (slowing growth in the Eurozone and unemployment risks). Globally and within the EU, 
expectations for economic growth in 2017 are modest. The growth of the gross domestic product 
(GDP) in the EU is expected to slow to 1.6%, down from 1.8% in 2016, while in the Eurozone – 
down to 1.5% from 1.7% in 2016, according to the latest forecast of the European Commission 
(EC). The difficulties internationally, coupled with a slowdown of growth in the EU, suggest a 
negative effect for Bulgaria, which is unlikely to be compensated by a surge in domestic 

3 From Responding to Cyberhate, Toolkit for Action (ADL), http://www.adl.org/internet/Binder_final.pdf 
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consumption.4 
 

According to Bulgarian and international economic analysts, the Bulgarian economy has surpassed 
the expected forecasts in 2015 and 2016. Bulgaria's GDP in the fourth quarter of 2016 recorded a 
real annual growth of 3.4%. Predictions for 2017 are for slower growth than the expected 3% in 
2016, which depends also on the rate of absorption of EU funds. The European Commission’s 
Progress report Bulgaria 2017 notes the continued convergence of income levels with the EU 
average, but at the same time, the country’s relative position and its low potential growth relative 
to similar countries remains. On the other hand, income inequality within the country is growing 
rapidly and reaching very high levels. In addition to the political instability, the supply of labor is 
also a factor that limits the growth of the Bulgarian economy in 2017. According to Eurostat 
figures for the last quarter of 2016, 1/3 of industrial enterprises in Bulgaria have cited the shortage 
of workers as the main deterrent to further expansion. The declining demographic trends and 
structural problems, such as high long-term unemployment, high levels of economic inactivity and 
the limited participation of young people, are major obstacles to the normal functioning of the 
labour market. New increases in the minimum wage (from 420 to 460 BGN, or close to 10%) and 
the contribution requirements as of 1 January 2017 further impede the entry or reintegration of 
many low-skilled workers into the labour market. 
 

These processes, together with the high number of long-term unemployed and the increasing 
share of companies who cannot find suitable workers, signify a slower decline in unemployment 
for 2017. Bulgaria is among the countries where the risk of poverty for the population is above the 
average for the EU. According to data from the survey of income and living conditions (EU-SILC) for 
2015, the poverty level in Bulgaria was 22.0%, which represents an increase of 0.2 percentage 
points from 2014. In recent years, the proportion of people below the poverty line is relatively 
stable (21.2% in 2012, 21% in 2013 and 21.8% in 2014). Bulgaria’s active employment policy is 
aimed at the socioeconomic integration of vulnerable groups in the labour market who are at risk 
of social exclusion and falling into poverty.  
 

Bulgaria’s potential for economic and social development is tied to proactive and deliberate 
identification of economic sectors and social phenomena that can contribute most to sustainable 
economic growth, a high standard of living and social welfare. Bulgaria has the prerequisites to 
achieve these results through the development of high-tech and innovative sectors of the 
economy, while conducting environmentally friendly policies and taking advantage of its traditions 
and cultural heritage. Economic growth is essential for social development and the quality of life 
of the population – greater production, higher levels of employment and income lead to a rising 
standard of living and thus declining poverty rates. On the other hand, the high level of poverty, 

4 Institute for Market Economics, http://www.bloombergtv.bg/top-novini/2016-12-31/2017-za-balgarskata-ikonomika-politicheski-
turbulentsii-i-skromen-rastezh, analysis by Yavor Aleksiev 
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and the continued growth of unemployment and the number of households without working 
individuals have a negative effect on the economy.5 
 

The demographic situation in the country in 2015 is characterized by a continuing decline and 
ageing of the population, low birth rate and high rate of mortality. The average life expectancy is 
also declining.6 The uneven territorial distribution of the population is exacerbating. 
 

As for the effectiveness of administrative management and the quality of the regulatory 
framework, the country continues to have one of the weakest scores in the EU; this ranks it lowest 
in the rule of law and the prevention of corruption.7 Lack of tolerance and corruption are the main 
areas where the State Department of the United States criticizes Bulgaria in its annual Human 
Rights Report. 8 Corruption continues to undermine the confidence of the public and businesses in 
the Judiciary and other state institutions.9 According to the report, marginalisation and public 
intolerance towards the Roma minority remain the most serious human rights concerns in the 
country. It also documents increasing public intolerance for refugees, people with disabilities and 
nontraditional sexuality. The report mentions signals of religious discrimination and harassment, 
shortcomings in the processes and policies for integration of refugees, gender-based violence and 
discrimination against women, growing online anti-Semitism. Noted as well is the continuing 
deterioration of the media environment due to corporate and political dependency. 
 

Despite the listed socio-economic and foreign policy challenges, Bulgaria has the potential to 
achieve sustainable growth, to develop into an attractive place for a full and happy life and to 
become a centre of innovation and ideas with high added value. 
 
Migration and refugee flow to Bulgaria 
 

With its almost 111 000 km2 and 7.153 million people, Bulgaria is 11th in area and 16th in 
population in the EU. Between 2014 and 2017, the levels of migration and refugee flow to Bulgaria 
vary in intensity, largely determined by a combination of economic, political and social factors. The 
levels of illegal migration in Bulgaria are relatively low; the impact of the refugee crisis on 
Bulgarian society is above all political and psychological. The actual pressure, including economic 
and social, is relatively low compared to many other European countries, especially in South and 
South-Eastern Europe. According to the official data of the State Agency for Refugees (SAR) under 
the Council of Ministers, the number of foreign citizens seeking asylum in the last four years (after 
the beginning of the Syrian crisis) has seen a sharp increase: 1387 people in 2012, 7144 in 2013, 

5 National Development Program: Bulgaria 2020 
6 The average life expectancy calculated from the period 2013-15 is 74.5 years, 0.2 less than the previous period 
7 The Worldwide Governance Indicators, updated 2015 
8 https://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/humanrightsreport/index.htm?dlid=265404&year=2016#wrapper 
9 http://www.investor.bg/analizi/85/a/sasht-v-bylgariia-netyrpimost-kym-razlichnite-i-tyrpimost-kym-korupciiata-235050/ 
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11081 in 2014 and in 20391 in 2015. Nevertheless, these figures are among the lowest for 
countries to the South and Southeast outside the EU. Of the total number of foreign citizens 
seeking protection in Bulgaria in 2013, 183 individuals received refugee status, humanitarian 
status – 2279, and 354 were rejected. The figures for 2014 are, respectively, 5162, 1838 and 500, 
and for 2015 – 4708, 889, and 623. 
 
According to the SAR Annual Report, citizens of Afghanistan account for 45% of all 19 418 
individuals who submitted applications for protection in 2016, followed by 5345 requests from 
Iraqis (28%) and 260 requests from Syrians (14%). In 2016, with the exception of the months of 
January, February and December, the majority of applications per month were submitted by 
citizens of Afghanistan. The largest number of foreigners seeking protection are registered in the 
months of January, August, September and October, compared to 2015, when the largest number 
of applications for protection were submitted in October. Compared to 2015, applications for 
protection in 2016 (19 418) are 5% less. Determinations for the period total 12 015. After 
conducting proceedings for granting international protection, in 2016, refugee status was granted 
to 764 individuals, humanitarian status to 587 and 1 732 were rejected. 8 932 proceedings have 
been dismissed. 10 
 

According to the SAR Annual Report, citizens of Afghanistan account for 45% of all 19 418 
individuals who submitted applications for protection in 2016, followed by 5345 requests from 
Iraqis (28%) and 260 requests from Syrians (14%). In 2016, with the exception of the months of 
January, February and December, the majority of applications per month were submitted by 
citizens of Afghanistan. The largest number of foreigners seeking protection are registered in the 
months of January, August, September and October, compared to 2015, when the largest number 
of applications for protection were submitted in October. Compared to 2015, applications for 
protection in 2016 (19 418) are 5% less. Determinations for the period total 12 015. After 
conducting proceedings for granting international protection, in 2016, refugee status was granted 
to 764 individuals, humanitarian status to 587 and 1 732 were rejected. 8 932 proceedings have 
been dismissed. 11 

10 Annual Report of the State Agency for Refugees, 2016 (in Bulgarian) http://www.aref.government.bg/?cat=8. 
11 Annual Report of the State Agency for Refugees, 2016 (in Bulgarian) http://www.aref.government.bg/?cat=8. 
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Source: http://zakrila.info 
 
 
Information on refugees and asylum seekers until 20 April 2017: according to the SAR data, in the 
month of March refugee status was granted to 172 individuals. According to data of the Ministry 
of Interior, from 1 to 20 April 2017, 38 individuals were detained at the Bulgarian border (source: 
http://zakrila.info, accessed 20 June 2017). 
 

The SAR report indicates that refugees and migrants consider Bulgaria as a transit country on their 
way to Western Europe. According to a 2016 nationally representative poll12 of public attitudes 
towards refugees, that attitude is not fixed, but rather strongly influenced by public messages. The 
study notes that “Bulgarian society harbors a number of fears in relation to refugees, but for the 
vast majority of the Bulgarian population (with the exception of 5%), those fears have not 
escalated into hatred towards foreigners and do not carry the ideological weight of xenophobia.” 

12 The study was conducted in the period 20-28 February 2016 by Sova Harris at the request of the Institute of Economics and 
International Affairs and the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and covers a nationally representative sample of 1000 Bulgarian adults. 
The key issues of the study are whether the fears of the refugee wave grew into xenophobia; whether differences in religion or 
ethnicity are more important in determining the opinions; are there any real risks of transferring public attitudes towards refugees 
into national relations to generate internal ethnic and religious divides likewise processes in Western Europe 

Total Detained, Detained on Entry, Detained on Exit (without registration), and Detained 
Within the country for 2016-2017 

Entry 

Exit 

Within 

Source: Ministry of Interior 
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Furthermore, a large part of the population perceives the refugees as “threat to national security,” 
associated with the fear of foreign religion, ethnicity and culture. At the heart of these fears is the 
country’s “serious economic condition,” which implies it cannot afford to admit refugees and 
migrants. The other main conclusion is that as an external border of the EU, it is in Bulgaria’s 
highest interest that a “single pan-European approach be adopted and a solidary solution to the 
problem be sought.”13 According to data from the survey, nearly 47% of Bulgarian citizens consider 
that the EU should not aid refugees seeking asylum on its territory; 28% of people are of the 
opposite opinion. According to 60% of adult residents of the country, refugees pose a threat to the 
national security of Bulgaria, and only 15% disagree. 
 

The SAR report indicates that refugees and migrants consider Bulgaria as a transit country on their 
way to Western Europe. According to a 2016 nationally representative poll14 of public attitudes 
towards refugees, that attitude is not fixed, but rather strongly influenced by public messages. The 
study notes that "Bulgarian society harbors a number of fears in relation to refugees, but for the 
vast majority of the Bulgarian population (with the exception of 5%), those fears have not 
escalated into hatred towards foreigners and do not carry the ideological weight of xenophobia.” 
Further, a large part of the population perceives the refugees as “threat to national security,” 
associated with the fear of foreign religion, ethnicity and culture. At the heart of these fears is the 
country’s "serious economic condition," which implies it cannot afford to admit refugees and 
migrants. The other main conclusion is that as an external border of the EU, it is in Bulgaria’s 
highest interest that a “single pan-European approach be adopted and a solidary solution to the 
problem be sought."15 According to data from the survey, nearly 47% of Bulgarian citizens consider 
that the EU should not aid refugees seeking asylum on its territory; 28% of people are of the 
opposite opinion. According to 60% of adult residents of the country, refugees pose a threat to the 
national security of Bulgaria, and only 15% disagree. 
 

The aforementioned finding of the study, that there is not a direct link between the fears of the 
population and the increase in hate (speech) towards them, is not fully supported by other 
studies, which are discussed in the next section of this report. 
 

13 L. Kyuchukov, “Влияние на бежанската криза върху българското общество и българската политика: страхове, но не омраза” 
[Impact of the refugee crisis on Bulgarian society and the Bulgarian politics: fear but no hate], Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/sofia/12571.pdf  
14 The study was conducted in the period 20-28 February 2016 by Sova Harris at the request of the Institute of Economics and 
International Affairs and the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and covers a nationally representative sample of 1000 Bulgarian adults. 
The key issues of the study are whether the fears of the refugee wave grew into xenophobia; whether differences in religion or 
ethnicity are more important in determining the opinions; are there any real risks of transferring public attitudes towards refugees 
into national relations to generate internal ethnic and religious divides likewise processes in Western Europe 
15 L. Kyuchukov, op.cit. 
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3.2. Literature review  

The issue of hate speech on the Internet raises a number of questions of ethical and normative 
nature. They primarily concern the admissibility of such a discourse in the context of the wider 
issue of (the limits) freedom of speech. The problem reflects the complex relationship between 
human rights (individual, group or minority rights) and freedom of expression. These questions are 
becoming increasingly important for European and international institutions, especially as regards 
the growing use of hate speech online. 
 

In the last few years, in particular during 2014-2017, more organizations and researchers in 
Bulgaria have focused on the topic. A number of studies discussed below point out that the 
negative attitudes to refugees and migrants have recently increased in correlation with the 
refugee flows to Bulgaria. On the other hand, the refugees and migrants are becoming one of the 
main targets of hate speech, along with the Roma who have so far been the usual victims of 
discrimination and stigmatization in the country. 
 

There is also a growing number of civil society initiatives aimed at exposing and counteracting hate 
speech and related hate crimes as well as other forms of discrimination (cf. Part 4 of this report). It 
is important to note that many of these initiatives are being implemented within projects funded 
by European programs (e.g. the NGO Fund of the Financial Mechanism of the European Economic 
Area, DG Justice and others). There are no studies initiated, implemented or commissioned by 
public bodies with responsibilities in the area of discrimination or hate speech. 
 

The main findings of these studies relate to 1) the expanding scope and scale of hate speech, 
including on the Internet, against refugees, migrants, and more generally, Muslims as target 
groups; 2) the use of hate speech by representatives of political parties and public elites for 
political purposes; 3) the normalization of this type of discourse in print and online media. The 
migrant and refugee crisis has brought forth an increase in the use of hate speech in online media 
and news channels. On the other hand, the institutions responsible for the prevention, control and 
counteraction of hate speech have been slow to adopt effective and adequate counter measures. 
A critical caveat in the discussion of online hate speech concerns the lack of adequate regulations 
of online communications, as opposed to radio and television, which naturally makes the Internet 
a preferred medium for spreading cyberhate and intolerance towards particular groups of people. 
Some media have undertaken initiatives in this regard (for example, the Association of European 
Journalists in Bulgaria has published a series of articles on the subject of hate speech) but there is 
no wide public debate on this issue. 
 

In this context, one major source of information regarding the situation in Bulgaria is the annual 
report on human rights of the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee (BHC). According to the report, the 
most serious concern about human rights in 2016 in the "increasing level of public incitement to 
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hatred, discrimination and violence." BHC acknowledges that there is a “set back” which has 
"poisoned the overall public debate in Bulgaria on the issues of minority integration and migration 
policy."16 The report data show that in 2016 "the current dangerous trend of admitting, approving 
and even praising hate speech which incites violence against some of the most vulnerable groups 
in society" is gaining strength. Hate speech is increasingly dominating the public discourse through 
the media, which have become official platforms of racist, xenophobic and homophobic views. 
Victims of this aggression have become also organizations and activists (such as the BHC), whose 
work is to protect the vulnerable groups and targets of hatred and violence.  
 

The report also states that the Bulgarian authorities (the prosecutor's office and the Interior 
Ministry) have not handled effectively the investigation of hate crimes, and in some cases have 
fueled such acts. For this reason, hate-related crimes are on the rise while the public capacity to 
counter them is still very low. The report concludes that television has become the main channel 
with which people associate the dissemination of hate speech, while the Internet takes second 
place. In this conclusion, the BHC supports the findings made by the Open Society Institute in their 
own study (see below).  
 

To this negative trend, the BHC adds critical insights related to the proliferation of fake news; 
according to the report, fake news are becoming part of the discriminatory discourse and attitude 
towards certain groups of the population. The report points out that the spread of open lies and 
racist incitement in social networks and the media, the use of extremely offensive language 
against Roma, Muslims and migrants have reached in 2016 "exceptional and overwhelming 
proportions." 
 

Another main conclusion made by BHC concerns the rise of aggressive language and aggressive 
behavior against organizations and activists who protect the victims of discrimination.17 
  
A second main source of information on the scope and scale of hate speech in Bulgaria are the 
annual reports of the Open Society Institute (OSI) - Sofia. The reports present the aggregated 
results of sociological studies conducted by the OSI in 2013, 2014 (5-16 July 2013, 16 June and 6 
July 2014) and 22 April - 14 May 2016) on the public attitudes towards hate speech. In the 2016 
report, hate speech is characterized as a "common and persistent phenomenon in the Bulgarian 
public life." According to OSI, television is the most influential medium with which people 
associate hate speech, while the Internet emerges as the second most important channel. The 
rate of hate speech incidence has increased from 17.6% in 2013 and 19.0% in 2014 to 31.0% in 
2016. Respondents in the OSI survey in 2016 report having heard it from ordinary people (71%), 
journalists (46%), and politicians (35%). Based on the data, OSI concludes that 2016 is marked by 

16 Annual Report on Human Rights 2016 (in Bulgarian),  
http://www.bghelsinki.org/media/uploads/annual_reports/annual_bhc_report_2016_issn-2367-6930_bg.pdf 
17 Op.cit.  
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"increased tolerance" to hate speech. The survey results unambiguously suggest that, in addition 
to the traditional targets of hate speech (such as Roma, Turks, and homosexuals), in 2016 the new 
victims are Muslims and non-nationals. 
 

The numbers show that while the expressions of disapproval, hatred or aggression against 
Muslims in 2014 were 10.6%, in 2016 this percentage is 38%. By contrast, the number of people 
who know that certain forms of hate speech are criminalized in the law has decreased.18 The third 
important trend outlined in the report is the low level of reporting to the authorities of such 
crimes - only 23% of respondents would personally report to the police a case of hate speech. 
 

Another study worth mentioning is the report of the Center for Policy Modernization and the 
Media Democracy Foundation.19 Their joint report focuses in detail on the theoretical debate and 
the national legislation and practice dealing with online hate speech, as well as the position of 
journalists and civic activists. The report Hate speech in Bulgaria: Risk Areas, Vulnerable Objects 
(developed under a project funded by the EEA FM), was released in 2016 and reflects research and 
media monitoring done in 2015 and 2016. 
 

According to the data provided, 93 percent of the respondents identify the Roma, 73 percent the 
refugees, and 70 percent identify gays and people from the Middle East as the victims of hate 
speech. Based on media monitoring conducted between December 2015 and February 2016, the 
report concludes that the Internet is the "most risky environment" for the spread of hate speech, 
especially because content on the Internet is not subject to a specific statutory regulation. 
According to the authors, the greatest concentration of hate speech is in social networks, reader's 
comments and online platforms in tabloids and media with nationalist ideology. 
 

The study traces a visible change in the intensity of hate speech in the monitored media. In 2015 
their main target continues to be the Roma. With the expansion of the refugee crisis and the 
terrorist attacks in Europe, the focus shifts to refugees and migrants who are "represented as a 
major threat - demographic, cultural, religious, as well as carriers of diseases," as "invaders" and 
"intruders.”20 
 

The report makes several important observations on how hate narratives are constructed in online 
media. There is 1) a growing tendency for the media to feed off content reported from readers 
and social networks; 2) a growing proliferation of fake news; 3) stigmatizing and hostile language 
is disseminated directly through the central media, incl. through their online platforms and 
archives that facilitate easier access and outreach to a bigger audience. The main conclusion of the 

18 Op.cit., p 2. 
19 Юлиана Николова, Орлин Спасов, Николета Даскалова (съставители), Езикът на омраза в България: рискови зони, 
уязвими обекти, София 2016, http://antihate.europe.bg/sites/antihate.europe.bg/files/uploads/antihate_index.pdf.  
20 Op.cit., pp. 198-199. 
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report as regards online media is that both the media and their audiences are becoming 
increasingly accustomed to hate speech, which has become a standard of public speaking.21 
 

This statement is complemented and confirmed by data from media monitoring carried out in 
early 2017, which pursues the link between the language of hatred against refugees and key 
political developments in Bulgaria. According to the study of the Institute of Social Integration 
(ISI),22 the media play key role in shaping the public perceptions and attitudes, while the main 
speakers are active politicians, public figures, party leaders, etc. The study argues that "in Bulgaria, 
there is a proliferation of hate speech against refugees and it is reflected in over 80% of Bulgarian 
national and regional media.” The study also notes that there is a huge audience for this type of 
narrative in Bulgaria. The monitoring included media publications in 355 national and regional 
media (electronic and print) as well as online news media in the period March 4 – May 4, 2017.23 
 

According to this latest survey, the main channels of hate speech against refugees and migrants 
are nationalist formations and social network users. The anti-refugee language is characterized by 
key words that convey the idea of a conquest, "invasion", "flooding", and "intrusion." The public 
perception of the refugees as a threat is further reinforced by the lack of adequate information 
provided by the state and relevant bodies responsible for migrants and refugee integration. The ISI 
survey gives strong evidence that the topic of refugees and migrants is exploited for political 
purposes and political gains (in particular, in connection with the parliamentary elections in March 
2017 and the presidential elections in November 2016).  For the peiord of the study, there is a 
visible increase in media publications dedicated to the subject, as well as in the use of hate 
speech, which decreases significantly after the end of the electoral campaign and the elections. 
The outcome of this process is the public acceptance of the negative attitudes towards migrants 
and refugees, as well as the continued incorporation of hate speech in the official public discourse, 
enabled and supported by concrete media channels. 
 

Regarding online media and news channels that most frequently publish news about refugees, the 
ICI survey cites the following: dir.bg, followed by the aggregator site vsichkinovini.com, FOCUS 
News Agency, pan.bg and the online edition of the 24 Hours newspaper. 
 

21 Op.cit., p. 211. 
22 Institute for Social Integration,"Hate Speech – the Number 1 Problem of Refugees in Bulgaria" (in Bulgarian), Sofia, 2017; 
http://www.isi-bg.org/files/custom/Ezik%20Na%20Omrazata%20May%202017.pdf 
23 The monitoring was based on keywords and a survey of 5,552 information units (news, correspondence, etc.) in 355 national and 
regional (electronic and printed) media and Internet publications 
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Source: Institute for Social Integration 
 

We conclude the review of literature on the topic of hate speech with the reports of Mission 
Salvation Foundation written for the project Transition Based on Art and Knowledge (the project is 
funded by the NGO Fund of the EEA Grants Mechanism). The initial report, "Exploring the online 
space for xenophobic attitudes and language of hate" elaborates the findings from media 
monitoring and semantic analysis conducted from November 2014-April 2015, of online news 
publications and articles from 44 different web portals of electronic and print media. The study 
argues that the media try to avoid extreme xenophobic qualifications and tend to adhere to a 
neutral language, yet they often "provoke" hate speech. 
 

The report points to a significant number of readers' comments aimed at spreading intolerance or 
calling for violence and hatred.24 The final report finds that with the intensification of the refugee 
influx to Bulgaria, the topic makes the headlines. Consequently, the public fears and negative 
attitudes towards the refugees are rising. A total of 1457 comments in 46 publications in 14 
different media, analyzed between May 2015 and December 2015, show that internet forums are 
"overflowing” with offensive qualifications of the refugees and migrants, such as "aliens," 
"invaders," "parasites,” "garbage", "orcs", "jihadists". 

24 Foundation Mission Salvation,  “Study of online hate speech and xenophobic attitudes: Initial report” (in Bulgarian), at 
http://project.missionbg.org 
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The report associates this change in attitudes and the use of hate speech with the terrorist attacks 
in Paris on 13 November 2015. 25  The study confirms the project findings that even when media 
do not pubish negative messages, they still "provoke the reaction of the audiences inclined to 
support xenophobic and intolerant attitudes." Comparing the reviewed periods, evident is the 
increase in the number of comments against the refugees in readers’ forums while those 
defending the marginalized groups have declined. The report therefore argues that the effective 
implementation of Art. 162 of the Criminal Code, which incriminates hate speech is the only tool 
to counteract this tendency. 26 
 

In conclusion, an important study on the topic of hate speech but from the viewpoint of linguistic 
studies is the book and related article "The language of hate through the eyes of linguists" by 
Andreana Eftimova, professor in Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski." In her article she notes 
that "studies of the language of hatred usually focus on the content and ideological aspects of 
speech in media [such as] the promotion of values, messages and beliefs that contradict the ideas 
of tolerance, pluralism, equality and diversity."27 One of the important contributions of her book is 
the clear distinction and analysis of the meaning of the terms "politically correct language" and 
"hate speech", as well as the study of a significant number of sources and publications on the 
topic. According to Eftimova, the term hate speech means an "intentional speech act" and 
"linguistic discrimination", which is aimed at infringing on the rights of certain social groups (based 
on race, ethnic, sexual, gender, or other characteristics). The very definition of hate speech 
includes "ideologically motivated speech practice of recurrent nature", with the ultimate result of 
discriminating against concrete communities and groups. In the article, Eftimova states that "the 
emphasis on the channel for the dissemination of messages as well as on their introduction into 
public circulation is extremely important, as the control over the private sphere and personal 
communication is not only impossible, but it runs the risk of violating fundamental rights and 
freedoms."28 
 

An interesting analysis of hate speech in television in the period 2003-2015 comes from Margarita 
Pesheva. She has reviewed national TV programs incl. BNT1, bTV and Nova TV, and TV programs 
linked to political parties such as SKAT TV and ALFA television.  The article referred to here 
provides numerous examples of programs with political affiliation which systematically use blatant 
hate speech in their broadcasts.29 
 

25 Foundation Mission Salvation, “Study of online hate speech and xenophobic attitudes: Final report” (in Bulgarian), at 
http://project.missionbg.org/%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d1%83%d1%87%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5/%d0%b4%d0%be%d0%
ba%d0%bb%d0%b0%d0%b4-2/, 1. 
26 Op.cit, p. 8, 10. 
27 A.Eftimova, Hate Speech Through the Eyes of the Linguist (in Bulgarian), http://www.marginalia.bg/aktsent/18463/ 
28 Ibid, http://www.marginalia.bg/aktsent/18463/. 
29 For further details see Pesheva, Margarita. Враждебна реч: телевизионни практики [Hate speech: TV practices]. In: 
Newmedia21.eu. Медиите на 21 век: Онлайн издание за изследвания, анализи, критика [online], 27 декември 2015 [cited 23 
June 2017]. Available from: http://www.newmedia21.eu/analizi/vrazhdebna-rech-televizionni-praktiki/ 
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Drawing upon the reports and analyses we can formulate the following conclusions: 
 

1. Media surveys and media monitoring show that for 2015 and 2016, as well as for the first 
months of 2017, the main targets of hate speech in print and online media are refugees 
(with a wider focus on Muslims), as well as the "traditional" targets of discrimination, the 
Roma. 
 

2. The negative image of the refugees in public perception is largely created by the media 
themselves (especially those affiliated with political parties and certain tabloids), as well as 
by statements of public figures and politicians from nationalist and far-right formations. 
 

3. As concerns the channels of disseminating hate speech, according to N. Daskalova, "several 
areas with high concentration of hate speech intersect on the Internet, i.e. social networks, 
readers' comments, online platforms with a nationalist profile and tabloids. The on-line 
media and readers’ opinions are increasingly influencing each other and feed off each 
other’s content and insinuations. Thus, the rhetoric of hostility produced by the media is 
intertwined with the expression of hatred on the part of the media readers."30 

 
4. On the other hand, as O. Spasov notes, the lack of regulations and self-regulations, as well 

as the anonymity of the Internet, gives the users of websites and forums the license to 
express an opinion and to use hate speech freely. Therefore, "the use of aggressive speech 
in social networks and online forums is widespread."31 Spasov argues that in a number of 
specialized forums (related to sports topics or nationalist groups), the "aggressive speech 
has become a norm of expression." 

 
5. In most cases, the only sanctions to which such users are subject are restrictions imposed 

by the administrators of the respective forums or Facebook.32 In 2016, the European 
Commission and four major social media platforms adopted a Code of Conduct to counter 
online hate speech. According to this Code, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft are 
committed to combating the spread of hate speech on the Internet. 
 

6. A growing trend in terms of the main speakers and channels of hate speach, as evidenced 
by the review of literature, is that "media are increasingly adopting content from social 
networks or using ‘eye-witness reports’ by ordinary citizens and online users.” The more 
emotional and extreme such content is, the easier it lends itself to media provocations and 

30 N.Daskalova, Online media and hate speech in the period December 2015-February 2016 (in Bulgarian), at 
http://www.marginalia.bg/aktsent/onlajn-mediite-i-ezikat-na-omrazata-v-perioda-dekemvri-2015-fevruari-2016/;  
31 Orlin Spasov, Non-civil Hate Speech (in Bulgarian), at http://www.marginalia.bg/aktsent/negrazhdanskiyat-ezik-na-omraza/;  
32 In 2015 and 2016, Facebook published an updated version of its free social networking rules that clarifiy what content is allowed. 
"Hate speech" does not include satire, humor, and social commentary on a sensitive subject. It is possible to quote statements that 
would be classified as hate speech if it is to attract attention to a problem. 
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attracting attention. Thus, the media not only secure larger readership but also facilitate 
the uncontrolled proliferation of discriminatory and hate-based content. This also applies 
to videos posted on YouTube and the Bulgarian platform Vbox7. The number of videos 
related to the subject of refugees is relatively high, 948, but they also draw a large number 
of hate-related comments.33 

 
7. Three of the surveys (by ISI, Media Democracy Foundation, and Mission Salvation) have 

examined social networks groups created in support of or against refugees and migrants, 
and report that the fanbase of the groups against the refugees speech is visibly growing. 34  
 

8. Instead of denouncing the actions and the language of ‘heroes’ such as the ‘refugee 
hunters’ Dinko Valev and Peter Niezamov (whose actions are recorderd on videos and 
posted on social networks as well as in official TV), politicians from far-right and nationalist 
parties publically express their support and thus contribute to the proliferation of hate 
speech and negative attitudes against refugees in Bulgaria. 
 

3.3. General overview of legislation and regulations on hate speech  

Both freedom of expression and the prohibition of discrimination against individuals and groups 
represent fundamental elements of modern democratic society. The right of opinion and public 
expression is associated with certain responsibilities, which is also subject to specific restrictions 
with regard to the protection of the rights of others.35 The subsequent section of the report 
considers basic regulatory documents relating to hate speech in Bulgaria. This part of the analysis 
is based on previous studies on the topic, eg. the article “How Bulgarian and International Law 
Treat Hate Speech” carried out by the Association of European journalists – Bulgari under the 
project "Mediator." 36 

 

Freedom of expression is one of the most fundamental rights in a liberal democracy and is a 
precondition for its development. It is protected by Article 39 (1) of the Constitution of the 
Republic of Bulgaria: “Everyone shall be entitled to express an opinion or to publicize it through 
words, written or oral, sound or image, or in any other way.” The Constitution also stipulates the 

33 О. Spasov, оp.cit. 
34 Op.cit. According to the study, as of 2016 there are more groups against the refugees in comparions to those in their support (39 
vs 22), with 15 727 vs 12 525 followers respectively. This is confirmed by the study of the Institute for Social Integration, which 
have studied18 Facebook groups. The study claims that the groups against the refugees have no restrictions on the use of hate 
speech and the usual descriptions of refugees are “terrorists”, “garbage,” etc. In addition, the report states that due to the specific 
nature of the network and the limits on the length of posts - under 140 characters, hate speech on Twitter is “almost non-existent.“  
35 Anne Weber, Manual of Hate Speech, Council of Europe Publishing, September 2009, p. 1, 
https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/hrpolicy/Publications/Hate_Speech_EN.pdf. 
36 AEJ-Bulgaria, „Как българското и международно законодателство третира езика на омразата,“ достъпна на http://www.aej-
bulgaria.org/bul/p.php?post=3234, [Bulgarian and the International Laws on Hate Speech]  
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conditions under which this right may not be exercised. Paragraph 2 of the same article reads: 
“This right shall not be used to the detriment of the rights and reputation of others, or for the 
incitement of a forcible change of the constitutionally established order, the perpetration of a 
crime, or the incitement of enmity or violence against anyone.”37 The right of expression is directly 
related to the freedom of conscience (art. 37, para.1) and of beliefs (art. 38) and is bound to the 
dignity of the individual, described as the highest principle in the preamble of the Constitution, 
whose guarantee by the state is a fundamental constitutional provision (art. 4, para. 2). 
 

Hate speech specifically appears in the legislative texts of the Criminal Code (CC), where it is 
described as a crime, and in the media’s regulatory documents, e.g. the Code of ethics of Bulgarian 
journalists. According to the CC, hate speech is a form of hate crime, as such speech can incite 
more severe hate crimes and violence. Therefore, reporting cases of hate speech to the relevant 
authorities (Ministry of Interior, Prosecutor’s Office) is critical for holding perpetrators of such 
crimes accountable, which is the most important element to countering hate speech both online 
and offline. Article 162 (1) of the Criminal Code criminalises “the advocating of or incitement to 
discrimination, hatred or violence based on race or national or ethnic origin through speech, print 
or other mass media, electronic information systems or other means. The punishment is 
imprisonment from one to four years and a fine of 5,000 to 10,000 leva. Article 162 (2) criminalises 
the “use of violence against another person or damage to his/her property on account of his/her 
race, national or ethnic origin, religion or political opinion”; those guilty of the crime face 
imprisonment from one to four years, and a fine from five to ten thousand leva. Article 162 (3) 
covers the leadership of an organisation or group that aims to commit the acts under Article 162 
(1) and (2). Membership in such an organisation or group is criminalised under Article 162 (4). 
Article 163 punishes those who participate in a crowd to attack the population, individuals or their 
property on account of their national, ethnic or racial affiliation. 
 

Despite the existing provisions in the criminal law, in its fourth report, the ECRI strongly 
recommended that the Bulgarian authorities ensure that the legislation on incitement to racial 
hatred is applied to all politicians making racist and/or xenophobic speeches or remarks. ECRI 
notes that racist and intolerant hate speech in political discourse continues to be a serious 
problem in Bulgaria and the situation is worsening.38 Although preaching hatred on religious 
grounds through speeches, publications or other media, electronic information systems or 
otherwise is punished under Article 164 (1), there is no reference in this provision to incitement to 
religious discrimination or violence.  
 

Accordingly, one of the recommendations of the report are that the gaps in the protection offered 
under Article 164 (1) of the Criminal Code should be filled and that religion should be included as a 

37 Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria, http://www.parliament.bg/en/const 
38 Eвропейска комисия срещу расизма и нетолерантността, Доклад за Българиял 2014, 
https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/Country-by-country/Bulgaria/BGR-CbC-V-2014-036-BGR.pdf, 15. 
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ground in Articles 162 (1) and 163. Colour, language and citizenship should be included as grounds 
for the commission of the offences set out in Articles 162 and 163.” 39 ECRI also recommendation 
that the Bulgarian authorities make every effort to prosecute and punish journalists who incite 
racial hatred and recommended that the authorities provide the Council for Electronic Media with 
the “human and financial resources needed to ensure that its members are made more aware of 
issues pertaining to racism and incitement to racial hatred, particularly through appropriate 
training.” 40 
 

In both its third and fourth reports, ECRI recommended that Bulgaria ratify Protocol No. 12 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights as soon as possible.” Article 1, paragraph 1 of the Protocol 
states: “The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any 
ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social 
origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.”41 As of today, Bulgaria 
has still neither signed nor ratified the Protocol. 
 

The table provides an overview of the applicable law in Bulgaria concerning hate speech. 

39 Ibid., p. 12 
40 Ibid., p. 17 
41 Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
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Тable 1: Review of the legislative framework to counteract hate speech (scope of application and sanctions) 
 
 

Type of regulation Title of 
document/ URL 

Scope of application 
 

Coverage of hate 
speech  
 

Main provisions Applicable sanctions 

 
Criminal Code 

 
Criminal Code of 
Bulgaria 
 
http://lex.bg/laws/ld
oc/1589654529 

 
Using the channels for 
mass information for 
discrimination and 
inciting hatred 

 
Hate speech is the 
subject of art. 162, para. 
1 and  Art. 164, para. 1 

 
"Whoever by means of words, in 
print or other mass media, electronic 
information systems or other means 
advocates of or incites to 
discrimination, violence or hatred 
based on race, nationality or 
ethnicity shall be punished by 
imprisonment and fine ..." 
 

 
Imprisonment from 1 to 4 years 
and a fine of 5 tо 10 thousand 
BGN; probation and public 
reprimand 

 
Civil law 

 
Law on Protection 
from Discrimination 
http://kzd-
nondiscrimination.co
m/layout/images/sto
ries/pdf/zakon_za_za
shtita_ot_discriminac
ia_2012.pdf 

 
Natural persons, legal 
entities and associations 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No specific mention of 
hate speech 

 
Article 1 This law regulates the 
protection against all forms of 
discrimination and promotes its 
prevention 
Article 4 Prohibition of any direct or 
indirect discrimination based on sex, 
race, nationality, ethnicity, human 
genome, nationality, origin, religion 
or belief, education, belief, political 
affiliation, personal or social status, 
disability, age, sexual orientation, 
marital status, property status or any 
other features established by law or 
international treaty to which the 
Republic of Bulgaria is a party. 
 
 
 

 
Compensation based on filed 
complaint 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Administrative proceeding 
according to the Civil Procedure 
Code; compensation for 
personal damages 
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Меdia and Internet   
 

Radio and Television 
Act 
http://www.lex.bg/la
ws/ldoc/2134447616 

Print and online media, 
TV, radio 

“Inadmissibility of 
broadcasts which incite 
to hatred on grounds of 
race, sex, religion or 
nationality”. 
 (art. 17, para. 2). 
 
No requirement for 
media services providers 
not to use hate speech 
on the basis of sexual 
orientation.  
 

According to Article 8, paragraph 1 
“media services must not incite to 
hatred based on race, sex, religion or 
nationality”. Under Article 10, 
paragraph 5 – “inadmissibility of 
broadcasts inciting to intolerance 
among citizens” and 
para.6, media service providers shall 
not allow “programmes which […] 
incite to intolerance among citizens 
or hatred on grounds of race, sex, 
religion or nationality”.  
 
Article 17 paragraph 2 states that 
media service providers shall be 
accountable for the content of the 
media services and shall not allow 
“the creation or distribution of any 
broadcasts inciting to national, 
political, ethnic, religious or racial 
intolerance”.    
 

Imposition of a fine; double the 
fine for a repeat offense  
 
 
 

 
Self-regulations 

 
Еthical Code of the 
Bulgarian Journalists 
http://www.sbj-
bg.eu/index.php?t=5
8, 
 
(in English -
http://ethicnet.uta.fi
/bulgaria/ethical_cod
e_of_the_bulgarian_
media) 
 
 
 

 
Journalists materials, TV 
and radio broadcasts, 
media publications 
 
 

 
No specific mention of 
hate speech; 
Restrictions and 
inadmissibility of 
material inciting hatred 
and any form of 
discrimination 

 
2.5 Discrimination  
 
2.5.1 We respect everyone's right to 
live in safety and security, and we 
shall avoid publishing material that 
incites or encourages hatred, 
violence or any form of 
discrimination  
 
2.5.2 We shall not refer to a person's 
race, colour, religion, ethnic 
background, sexual orientation, 
mental or physical condition, unless 
it is of importance to the meaning of 
the story. 

 
None 
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 Ethical Code of the 
Bulgarian Media 
Union 
http://bmu.bg/bg/co
de-of-conduct 
 

2.6.5 We shall be careful not to be 
used as a platform by those who 
promote, incite or use violence; we 
shall report on their activities with 
due constraint and only if there is a 
clear public interest. 
 
 
Art 1.13. The media are required to 
respect the right of every individual 
to live in a safe and secure 
environment by committing not to 
publish materials that incite hatred, 
violence and / or any form of 
discrimination. The media should 
refrain from publishing details about 
race, skin color, religion, gender or 
sexual orientation or about any other 
physical or mental features, 
disabilities or illnesses if these facts 
are not material and irrelevant to the 
meaning Of the information 
 

  
The Audiovisual 
Media Services 
Directive 

 
Regulations concerning 
hate speech  

 
TV content 

 
Television programs should not 
contain any incitement to hatred 
based on race, sex, religion or 
nationality - Art. 22a; 
Television commercials shall not 
violate the respect and human 
dignity and shall not include any 
discrimination based on race, sex or 
nationality, as well as insulting 
religious or political beliefs - Art. 12. 
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Other 
 

Rules and 
procedures of the 
Bulgarian National 
Assembly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
National ethical rules 
for advertising and 
commercial 
communication in 
Bulgaria 
 

Members of Parliament 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All participants in the 
advertising industry in the 
Republic of Bulgaria - 
advertisers, marketing 
specialists, advertising 
agencies, media and all 
persons concerned with 
advertising and any form 
of commercial 
communication at all  
- defined the rules of 
professional conduct in 
the branch. 
 

No specific reference of 
hate speech  

Art. 139. The MP respects the 
citizens, regardless of their political 
bias, their official position and the 
opinion they express. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2. Commercial communication 
must not contain, incite or tolerate 
any form of insult or discrimination, 
including on the base of race, 
nationality, religion, social or political 
affiliation, gender, age, disability or 
sexual orientation, without the list 
being exhaustive. 

Art. 148. (1) (Amended, SG No. 
86/1916, in force as of 
04.11.2016) The Commission 
for combating corruption, 
conflict of Interests and 
Parliamentary Ethics shall 
establish the violations of this 
section and shall reach a 
decision which may impose the 
following sanctions: 
1. a remark; 
2. reprimand; 
3. Temporary removal from one 
to three committee meetings. 
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 3.4. Statistics and trends related to online hate speech  

As mentioned above, the period 2014-2017 is clearly marked by a trend of growing hostility 
towards refugees and migrants in the Bulgarian media (although the media often does not 
distinguish between the two groups but assimilates them into one image of the "foreign 
enemy.")42 Several factors account for this: the escalating refugee crisis in Europe, further 
complications in the geopolitical situation, as well as concrete political events in the country (a 
series of elections in 2016 and 2017). In this respect, Bulgaria and the Bulgarian media are not 
isolated from related processes and developments in the refugee crisis in Europe (for example, the 
terrorist attack in Paris, the attacks against women in Cologne.) Further events which triggered the 
expansion of Islamophobic hate speech against the Muslims in Bulgaria are, for example, the 
ordinances adopted in several municipalities which prohibit the veiling of Muslim women in public 
places, as well as the Law on Restricting the Wearing of Clothing Covering or Hiding the Person’s 
Face from September 2016. 
 
Social Networks and Online Media 
The first wave of Syrian citizens which arrived in the country at the end of 2013 is met by negative 
attitudes and public intolerance. In the first months of 2015 the hostile rhetoric is less intense and 
with limited scope. The end of 2015 marks a new rise in the use of hate speech in connection with 
the increasing migration flows to Central and Western Europe. Following the attacks on women in 
Cologne and other German and European cities,43 in the beginning of 2016 there is an upsurge of 
hostile speech. Similar upward trends are observed at the end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017, 
in connection with the pre-election campaigns and elections held in Bulgaria. 

 

As far as the main communication channels for hate speech are concerned, all of the available 
studies confirm the growing role of the Internet from 2013 to 2017 as the main medium for 
generating and spreading hate speech, either through special Facebook groups, video clips or in 
commentary forums of online media.44 The continued use of hate speech especially in the forums 
of reputable print and electronic media makes it part of the official public language, accessible to 
wide audiences and social groups. 

42 According to Theodor Spasov, the "refugees" are a daily feature on the media agenda in Bulgaria, and the media are shaping the 
“image of a new enemy - that of the refugee". For more details, see Theodor Spasov, "Representations of Roma and Refugees in 
the Bulgarian Online Media (Monitoring of the Media Coverage during the Official Election Campaign: 24 February 2017 - 24 March 
2017); in Bulgarian. Available http://www.aej-bulgaria.org/bul/p.php?post=8112&c=328. 
43 As N. Daskalova points out, in the beginning of 2016, refugees and migrants continue to be presented as a “threat - demographic, 
cultural, religious”. Information about them is often announced portrayed in the light of shock and horror.” See N.Daskalova, op.cit. 
44 As Spasov points out, the examples from the Facebook groups range from racisms to open calls for violence. Many refer to the 
refugees as a “plague of grasshoppers,” “influx of invaders,” “contract killers,” “non-humans,” animals. In a commentary to a video 
„Residents of Ovcha Kupel: The Cologne incident is our daily life” from January 2016 there is a direct call to violence against 
refugees: „Kill them !!“. Other comments are equally shocking: „Of course, kill them, not going to offer them chocolates…That’s why 
he has a weapon, to protect his country... He must have had a good reason to kill this animal, apparently [the refugee] did not obey 
the orders or it was in self-defense“(comments to the video for the newspost „The migrant near Sredetz was killed by a ricochet 
bullet”, September 2015). 
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Several key techniques and strategies are employed in generating hate speech against refugees, 
migrants, and Muslims, in order to create an environment of hostility and intolerance, and in 
many cases to incite a respective public action. On the other hand, the lack of comprehensive, 
consistent communication on the issue coming from the state bodies and public officials not only 
does not denounce hate speech but even condones it in some cases and thus legitimizes the 
perceived threat and feelings of insecurity in society (e.g., the initial reaction of Prime Minister 
Borisov to the "refugee hunter" Dinko Valev in February 2016). The most frequent and typical uses 
of hate speech in media publications, readers’ forums or video clips are as follows: 

• Open calls for violence; 
• Portraying the refugees as a threat to the public security, culture, and religious traditions 
• Confirmation and reinforcement of stereotypes and prejudices 
• Use of propaganda and misinformation 
• Attack against positive news and publications, as well as against human rights defenders. 

 
Facebook 
In its survey, the Foundation Mission Salvation has followed the development of fourteen 
Facebook groups ("Friends of Refugees", "Humanitarian Aid for Refugees in Bulgaria", "No to 
Syrian Refugees in Bulgaria", "No to the Refugees in our Sea Capital," “Refugees Out of Bulgaria," 
“Friends of Refugees in STARA ZAGORA", "NoHateSpeech Movement", "Ovcha Kupel-Refugees", 
"Bloggers Against Hate Speech", "Immediate deportation of all illegal immigrants from Bulgaria," 
“Protecting the Rights of Immigrants in Bulgaria,” “Sofia Xenophobia”, "People against Racism", 
"No Hate”). The most active of the xenophobic groups is "Immediate deportation of all illegal 
immigrants from Bulgaria" which has also seen an increase of its fanbase for the period under 
study (from 1212 to 1252 people as of 17.12.2015). The facebook publishes numerous offensive 
content and draws many similar comments against the refugees and migrants, such as: "Talibans", 
"traitors", "aliens", "slugs"; "These are parasites that live off our public goods!" "They carry 
diseases, we only need one epidemic and the hell with us!" "Close the border and expel these 
Muslims before we start a civil war." 

 

The ISI report (see above) relates a case of March 23, 2017, when 28 refugees were found in a 
burning truck on a forest road near the village of Rezovo (near the Bulgarian-Turkish border), 
which made the headlines that day. The report notes that posts in the social networs focused 
mostly on the company that owned the truck and expressed criticisms against the ruling political 
party. Most often the messages circulating in social media aim to suggest that society is 
threatened by the refugees and needs protection. The report also claims that the members of 
such networks are mainly young people "between 16 and 30 years of age, who are much more 
vulnerable to the calls for aggression and hatred."  
 

The ISI, as well as Mission Salvation, give examples of the blogs/sites of politicians where they post 
content containing hate speech. One of them is MEP Angel Djambazki who has profiles on 
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Facebook and Twitter.45 A second facebook group is "Support Magdalena Tasheva in her legal 
battle against the Syrian refugees." The group supports the former member of the Bulgarian 
Parliament from the political party Ataka, who made several speeches in 2013 on the party Alpha 
TV calling the Syrian refugees "cannibals".46 
 
ОnlineMedia 
Additional data from the survey of Foundation Mission Salvation show that the online forums are 
overflowing with offensive qualifications for refugees and migrants; they are called "aliens," 
“invaders,"  "parasites," "junk," “Jihadists." In the second half of 2015, a total of 40 media sites 
were monitored, with 1457 comments to 46 publications in 14 different media; 147 of them were 
positive, 485 neutral, and 776 were negative and hostile. A total of 67 out of 1457 comments were 
considered utterly vulgar insults on racial, ethnic or religious basis, including open calls for 
violence, and were threfore deleted by the sites moderators. For the first half of 2015, the 
numbers are 72 out of 935 comments, respectively. 
 
 

 
        Source: Foundation Mission Salvation 

 
Commenting on the graphs, the authors of the report from Mission Salvation indicate that more 
than half of all analyzed comments (53%) contained offensive qualifications about the refugees or 
representatives of the Roma community. Some of them are direct calls for violence: "Put mines on 
the border", "Shoot them", "Why can’t we build concentration camps and gas the refugees?", 

45 A. Djambazki’s article, “The Islamic Invasion Contines. Will Europe Survive?, who is a representative of the nationalist party 
VMRO is published on his blog. Semantic analysis shows the use of various desciptions related to the refugees such as „invasion“, 
„аggressive“, „flooded“, „immigration tzunami“. 
46 http://www.mediapool.bg/deputatat-natsionalist-magdalena-tasheva-30-hil-prestapnitsi-napirat-kam-bulgaria-
news212242.html 
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"Soap factory", "Give us weapons and ammo," “Let’s burn the intruders." Very few comments are 
made in defense of the marginalized groups (10%).47 
 
 

 
      Source: Foundation Mission Salvation 

 
The rise in negative posts in readers’ forums is explained with the increased fear in society 
triggered by the refugee influx to Bulgaria in the second half of 2015, as well as by the terrorist 
attacks in Paris which killed 130 people. 
 

A study by T. Spasov from AEJ-Bulgaria confirms these observations.48 Spasov has monitored the 
five 5 most widely read online news media in 2016, according to the ranking of the Gemius Online 
Traffic Reporting Platform. These are the online media Blitz.bg (top rated, according to Gemius), 
followed by Vesti.bg, Pik.bg, Novini.bg and Dnes.bg. The study confirms the hypothesis that the 
topic of "refugees" appears most often in the media in the run-up to the 2017 parliamentary 
elections. For example, in 5 out of 27 titles in Blitz.bg on topics related to "refugees," the 
refugees/migrants are described negatively and in a derogatory language: "crazy migrants"; "out 
of control migrants"; "sexual assaults by refugees"; "refugee plague"; "Guilty are ... refugees." 
 
Тelevision 
The study by ISI emphasizes that the main source of hate speech are "party-affiliated TV stations, 
connected to patriotic or nationalist parties and organizations."49 Alpha TV (affiliated with political 
party Ataka) for example continues to use of hate speech and to refer to refugees as “aliens" and 
"invaders". 
 

47 Mission Salvation, Op. cit., 6. 
48 See T. Spasov, op. cit., http://www.aej-bulgaria.org/bul/p.php?post=8112&c=328 
49 See the study of ISI, p. 13. 

Positi 
 

 

Negative Neutral 

November 2014-April 2015 May-December 2015 
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The case of the "refugee hunters," Dinko Valev and Petar Nizamov, is the prime example of 
providing a platform for hate speech in central media and eventually giving publicity to open calls 
for physical violence and death threats. The report for the ‘superhero’ Dinko was broadcast in the 
morning show of bTV on February 18, 2016 and published in the news platform of media, 
btvnovinite.bg. The material tells the story of Dinko Valev from Yambol, who has captured 
refugees on the border with Turkey three times. Another central media, NovaTV, aired an 
interview with Valev, in which he openly expressed his hostile attitude towards the refugees and 
his intention to continue to ‘protect’ the country from them. 
 

The examples above clearly show that giving voice to hate speech in online media and central 
television in the guise of official "news" supports the acceptance and mainstreaming of this type 
of discourse and images. In this way, the negative attitudes in society are radicalized and when the 
opportunity arises, they turn into actions (the example with Father Paolo Corteze in Belene, Elin 
Pelin, etc.) 
 
Case law and court practices 
Despite the existing legal provisions, even more alarming is the lack of adequate responses to limit 
and counteract online hate speech. As noted in the OSI study, "there is an urgent need to develop 
and implement a national policy to curb and counteract hate speech." In the absence of policy 
measures and effective implementation of the law, there are higher risks of further discrimination 
and hate crimes against the most vulnerable groups (Roma, Muslims, Turks, foreigners, and 
homosexuals).  
 

The authorities responsible for collecting hate crime data are the Interior Ministry (Coordination, 
Information and Analysis Directorate), Supreme Judicial Council (Commission "Professional 
qualification, IT and statistics"), Supreme Court of Cassation (Criminal College), Supreme 
Prosecutor of Cassation (Analysis Unit), and the National Statistical Institute. According to the ECRI 
report, from January 2008 to September 2013, 55 pre-trial proceedings in total were initiated and 
conducted under article 162 of the Criminal Code (incl. under line 1 and line 2). Еleven were 
submitted to the court and 10 people were convicted after trial. According to the response of the 
Bulgarian autgorities to the ECRI report and recommendations, “For the period from 01.01.2008 
to 31.12.2013, 57 pre-trial proceedings in total were initiated and conducted under article 164 of 
the Criminal Code; 9 people were convicted with enhanced sentences.50 ECRI nevertheless critizes 
Bulgaria that only a few cases on hate speech reach the courts and the number of convictions 
remains low.51 As we have seen, this criticism is voiced by BHC as well in its report on human 
rights, adding that the Bulgarian authorities have failed to deliver timely and effective prosecution 

50 European Commission against Racism and Intolerance, Report on Bulgaria 2014, available at 
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/ecri/Country-by-country/Bulgaria/BGR-CbC-V-2014-036-ENG.pdf, 50. 
51 Op.cit. 
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of hate crimes. Тhis has led, according to BHC, to an “excalation of racist slur and incitement of 
hostile environment for minorities and migrants.“52  
 

Several recommendations made by ECRI are worth mentioning as they relate difrectly to the 
prevention, counteraction and prosecution of hate speech, including online hate speech. 
Recommendation 15 of ECRI states: “ECRI strongly recommends that the authorities take urgent 
steps to ensure that anyone who engages in hate speech as defined in Articles 162 (1) and 164 (1) 
of the Criminal Code is duly prosecuted and punished.”53 In addition, Recommendation 16 urges 
that the provisions of the Radio and Television Act relating to hate speech be amended to include 
the ground of sexual orientation.  
 

In Recommendation 17, ECRI proposes that the Bulgarian authorities encourage the Council for 
Electronic Media to take action in all cases of dissemination of hate speech. CEM is encouraged to 
raise the fines for violations of the provisions of the Radio and Television Act relating to hate 
speech so that they act as a real deterrent, as well as to make greater use of the possibility of 
revoking broadcasting licences where appropriate. ECRI concludes that the system in place for 
sanctioning violations of the relevant legislation relating to media services is ineffective. In view of 
the scale of hate speech in the media in Bulgaria, ECRI considers that the CEM should play a far 
greater role in punishing media service providers who disseminate hate speech. ECRI also 
considers that the fines are too low to act as a deterrent.54 
 

In 2014 the Commission for Protection Against Discrimination imposed a fine of 500 BGN [ca. 250 
euro] to the TV presenter Albena Vuleva and 1000 BGN [ca. 500 euro] to Eurocom TV for inciting 
hatred againgst refugees and Roma. The Commission established that the TV host and the TV 
station have violated the antidiscrimination law on the basis of race, ethnicity, nationality and 
religions in two editions of Vuleva’s show „PSYCHOdispanser”, which aired in October and 
Novermber 2013. The lawsuit was filed by BHC on the account that Vuleva has consistently 
portrayed non-nationals of African or Arabic descent, Roma, and Muslims as culturally 
incompatible with the Bulgarians, and their presence in Bulgaria as “abnormal."55 
 
Media practices 
There are several cases where media or human rights organizations such as BHC have reported to 
the authorities publications or public statements containing hate speech. Not all of them are 
related to hate speech online, but they show the reluctance of authorities to investigate such 
cases at all. 

In 2012, AEJ-Bulgaria filed a case with the Sofia District Prosecutor's Office about an article of the 
journalist Kevork Kevorkian entitled "Waste", published in the print and online edition of the 

52 BHC, Annual report on human rights, 9. 
53 ECRI Report on Bulgaria, 36 
54 Ibid., p 17.  
55 http://www.dnes.bg/televizia/2015/09/16/globiha-vuleva-500-lv-seela-omraza-sreshtu-bejanci-i-romi.276738 
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Standard newspaper. The journalist and member of AEJ-Bulgaria, Spas Spasov, appealed to the 
prosecution on the same occasion. The reply from the General Directorate of National Police 
states that after a "thorough investigation" of the case no general offense was determined. 

Information retrieved from the website of the National Council for Media Ethics shows that 46 
complaints were received in 2016. In seven no further investigations were initiated. The number 
of complaints for discrimination filed and reviewed in 2016 is 20. Of these, only one complaint was 
determined to have merit under Art. 2.5.1 of the Media Code of Ethics. It concerns the online 
edition BIG5.bg, for a publication in April 2016 entitled "A Gang of Gypsies Beat a Bulgarian with 
Rods and Clubs ". Another six complaints were determined as having merit under art. 2.5.2 of the 
Radio and Television Act (RTA).56  
 

These developments pushed the former chairman of CEM, Georgi Lozanov, to point out that it is 
necessary to amend RTA. In his words, specific instruments for regulation, such as the concept of 
"hate speech", should be introduced in the new law. This would prevent the "overflow" of hostile 
speech from the electronic media".57 

 

Self-regulations: Media and IT Companies 

In May 2016, the EC and Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft signed a Code of conduct that 
includes a series of engagements to combat the spread of online hate speech in Europe. This Code 
commits IT companies to review the majority of reports of hate speech in less than 24 hours and, 
if necessary, to remove or terminate access to such content. One year after the initiative, it is 
reported that, on average, in 59% of cases after receiving notifications of hate speech, the 
companies have responded by removing the content. 

This is more than twice the level recorded six months earlier (28%). Facebook, however, is the only 
company that fully achieves the goal of reviewing most of the notifications within one day. It is 
also reported that this initiative has resulted in better handling of consumer complaints and 
cooperation with civil society. The EC will continue to monitor the implementation of the Code of 
Conduct with the help of civil society organizations. Improvements are expected from IT 
companies, particularly with regard to the transparency of the criteria for analyzing reported 
content and feedback to users.58 

 

 

 

56 Annual report of BHC, p.70. 
57 https://offnews.bg/medii/georgi-lozanov-iska-merki-sreshtu-slovoto-na-omrazata-624867.html 
58 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-1937_bg.htm 
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4. SOCIETAL RESPONSES 

 4.1. Specific initiatives 

This part of the report looks at concrete actions and initiatives by civil society to prevent and 
counter online hate speech. It also identifies key stakeholders and public institutions engaged in 
the prevention, monitoring and counteraction of hate speech and hate speech online in particular. 

 
4.1.1. Legal sanctions and reporting online hate speech 

Most active in this respect are human rights organizations such as the Bulgarian Helsinki 
Committee as well as professional media and journalist associations. One example is the official 
statement of AEJ-Bulgaria sent to bTV regarding a news piece about Dinko Valev (one of the 
‘refugee hunters’) which aired in the TV’s morning show „Тazi sutrin” on 18.02.2016 and was also 
posetd on the online news platform btvnovinite.bg).59 
 
 

  4.1.2. Public information, awareness-raising and education initiatives 

 
 Infinite Opportunities Association 

From 2014 to 2016, Infinite Opportunities Association in partnership with National Centre 
European Youth Programmes and Initiatives implemented the project “Toler@nce Pl@tform.bg”.60 
Toler@nce Pl@tform.bg, targeted at young people aged 15 to 29, is an initiative which reflects the 
fundamental democratic values of a modern society and advocates for communication based on 
principles of non-discrimination and cultural diversity in cyberspace. The main project objective is 
reducing racism, xenophobia, hate speech and intolerance in society. The project’s online platform 
raises awareness about the problem: www.ontolerance.eu with mobile versions to offer real 
interaction with the team via Twitter and Facebook. The main activities include Education and 
Training; Volunteering; Providing information and raising awareness. 
 

 Bulgarian Safer Internet Centre 

The Bulgarian Safer Internet Centre (SIC)61 has been actively working for the last 11 years on 
creating a better and safer online environment for children and young people. It works with partial 
funding from the Safer Internet and Better Internet for Kids European Programmes. The Centre is 

59 aej-bulgaria.org, 22.02.2016 г. 
60 http://www.infopass.eu/bg/новини 
61  (https://safenet.bg/bg/iniciativi) 
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coordinated by the non-governmental organization Applied Research and Communications Fund 
in partnership with the Parents Association, advertising agency DeConi and ARC Consulting. 
 

In 2016, SIC organized the conference "Do’s and Dont’s… For a Few Likes More," with over 60 
children and young people, to mark the International Safer Internet Day. The goal of the 
Conference was to create a shared vision of the desired Internet space through the point of view 
of different stakeholders, coming from different ages and experiences. A special focus during the 
discussion was given to the need of young Internet users to seek for approval through social 
media, the ways in which the understanding of what is acceptable and unacceptable when seeking 
for approval online has changed over the course of the last 5 years, what determines how far are 
we willing to go today in the name of a few likes more and what do we want to change, in order to 
make the Internet a better place.  
 

The participants of the Conference were the young Cyberscout teams of the Bulgarian Safer 
Internet Centre, high school students from seven different schools in Sofia, Smolyan, Vidin, 
students from the Faculty of Preschool and Primary School Education of Sofia University "St. 
Kliment Ohridski", teachers, psychologists, bloggers, representatives of the State Agency for Child 
Protection, UNICEF, the National Network for Children. 
 

 
 National Children’s Network and National Safer Internet Center 

The project “Children, teachers and parents against 
hate speech and discrimination” (funded by the EEA 
grnats) aims to counteract the spreading and 
everyday use of disrespectful and discriminative 
speech, which kids and teenagers frequently 
encounter in traditional media and online. In 2016 the 
project partners developed 10 lesson plans on hate 
speech for primary school pupils in grades 1-4. The 
students have the opportunity to participate in 
discussions and to reenact everyday scenes and 
situations, through which they can better understand 
and analyze the subject matter. The education 
materials include a teacher’s handbook with lesson plans and students’ workbooks.62 The lesson 
plans include extracurricular activities for children, parents and teachers. In this way, parents can 
also learn and support the development of new skills of their children. 
 

62 http://nmd.bg/natsionalen-tsentar-za-bezopasen-internet-razprostranyava-v-utchilishta-posobiya-za-protivodeystvie-na-ezika-
na-omrazata/ 
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 National 2016-2017 No Hate Speech Movement Campaign   

An inaugural meeting of the National Coordination 
Committee for Bulgaria of the Council of Europe’s 
campaign “No Hate Speech Movement“ 2016-2017 
took place on 28-29 January 2016 in Stara Zagora.  
 

The meeting was hosted by the International Youth 
Centre Stara Zagora, the Stara Zagora municipality and the Human Resources Development 
Centre. The participants included representatives of the Ministry of Education and Science, 
numerous non-governmental and youth organisations (Applied Research and Communication 
Fund, Association Parents, Open Society Institute, Eurodesk Network, Infinite Opportunities 
Association, Association World Without Borders, Youth Centres Dobrich, Vratsa and Plovdiv, YMCA 
Gabrovo, Bilitis Resource Centre Foundation, Association for Support of the Academic Society and 
others), as well as Menno Ettema, coordinator of the Council of Europe’s campaign “No Hate 
Speech Movement.“ 
 

All participating institutions and organisations actively work to prevent and counteract hate 
speech among the young people in Bulgaria. By joining their efforts in the National Coordination 
Committee, they will have the opportunity to discuss and plan common initiatives in the future. 

 
 Open Society Institute Sofia 

On the 17th of November 2914 Open Society Institute-Sofia organized a training for bloggers 
against online hate speech. The event involved more than 20 active bloggers from all over Bulgaria 
who write on various topics. The participants were given the opportunity to examine the issue 
closely and discuss it with experts from Bulgaria and representatives of the Council of Europe. Ms. 
Satu Valtere – Coordinator of the program No Hate Speech Movement in Finland held the main 
part of the training where she shared what measures are being taken against hate speech all over 
Europe and how bloggers could participate actively in the Bulgarian campaign.  

 
 Council for Electronic Media 

The Council for Electronic Media (CEM) shared with the participants in the spring-summer session 
of the European Platform of Regulatory 2014 its activities against the proliferation of hate speech.  
 

The focus of the forum discussions and deliberations of the media supervisors from 51 countries 
was on measures against the dissemination of hate speech under the slogan "Hate Speech - Old 
Enemy, a New Challenge." SEM showed a documentary, Bulgaria Face to Face with Hate Speech.  
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The film is directed and produced by CEM experts and it follows upon a study on the use of hate 
speech in party-linked televisions in the beginning of 2014. The documentary shows the activity of 
the Bulgarian regulator on the problem and the existing legislation in Bulgaria as well as the 
spread of the hate speech in the country. 
 

The video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0CEJzVqkjg 
 

 

4.1.3. Моnitoring online hate speech  
Several projects referred to above have done media monitoring of online hate speech. Amog them 
are the annual reports on the state of the media by the Foundation Media Democracy; 2) Mission 
Salvation Foundation which conducted media monitoring in 2015 under a project for refugee 
integration in 2015; 3) The Institute for Social Integration, and 4) The Centre for Policy 
Modernization, together with Media Democracy Foundation.  
 
 MANDOLA Project (http://mandola-project.eu/) 

 

In 2015 the International Cyber Investigation Training Academy launched its two year project 
Monitoring and Detecting OnLine Hate Speech (MANDOLA), led by a consortium of organizations 
from Greece, Ireland, France, Spain, and Cyprus. The Academy is a Bulgarian NGO founded in 2009 
by leading cybercrime experts. The project is funded by the Rights, Equality and Citizenship (REC) 
Programme of DG Justice. The project aims at improving the public understanding of the 
prevalence and spread of online hate speech and empowering ordinary citizens to monitor and 
report hate speech. The project aims to create an online monitoring dashboard to identify and 
visualise cases of online hate-related speech via social media (such as Twitter) and the Web (such 
as Google). It also envisions the establishment of a reporting portal and an app, which will allow 
Internet users to report illegal hate-related speech material and criminal activities they have 
noticed on the Internet. 
 

  4.1.4. Counternarratives and campaigns 
 
 The UnBulgarians Project 

 

The UnBulgarians project,63 implemented by the Free Speech International Foundation, in 
partnership with the Multi Kulti Collective and supported by the NGO Programme in Bulgaria 
under the Financial Mechanism of the European Economic Area 2009-2014, aims to address the 
issues of integration of migrants and refugees through the images and life stories of ordinary non-
Bulgarians who live here. The identifies a wide range of people from New Zealand to Washington 
State and from Pakistan to the UK, people living in luxury gated communities on the outskirts of 

63 http://www.multikulti.bg/unbulgarians/indexen.html 
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Sofia and in refugee camps, and asks questions about (Bulgarian) identity and culture. The project 
explores issues of sameness and difference, of co-existence of culture and traditions, and the 
conditions that make a person who they are, based on their origin, language, religion, ethnic 
background, etc. 
 
 Platform Reporteen.bg 

 

Reporteen is a platform for public campaigns organized by the Center for Educational Initiatives. 
The platform targets young people between 13 and 19, and aims to foster their creativity through 
digital arts and to let them enter the world of cinema making in a unique and accessible way. 
Teens can participate in the various competitions by making shorts (3 minutes) with their cameras 
or smartphones. One of Reporteen’s campaigns is „Love/Hate“ (https://reporteen.bg/hate-zone), 
an online competition for creating a video on a chosen issue, linking it also to the topic of internet 
hating. The campaign teaches young people to be tolerant but also critical to the others’ opinions, 
in order to distinguish the healthy critique from the unjustified hate towards individuals or groups.  
 

 4.2. Good practices 

 
  4.2.1. Good practice 1 
 

 Education Resources for students 1-4 grade, teachers and parents 
 
Specific objective: 

Education and awareness raising on the topic of hate speech for pupils in elementary school 
 

The objectives of the practice and of the project under which it was created include: 

               - developing the awareness of teachers and non-teaching staff of discrimination and hate 
speech; 
               - enhancing the teachers’ skills to present interactive learning content  

               - enhancing the cultural and social skills of the children; 
               - impoving the skills of the school teams for the inclusion of parents in school life. 
 
Main organizations involved: 
Bulgarian Safer Internet Center (https://safenet.bg/bg/iniciativi) 
 
Location: 
Sofia, Bulgaria 
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Detailed information: 
Methodological and teaching resources on hate speech for pupils in 1-4 grades. The package 
includes a teacher's guide with 10 lesson plans, developed by a team of primary school teachers, 
as well as interactive workbooks for the pupils. 
 
The thematic modules present the subject matter in an interesting and engaging way, which helps 
the children not only to gain knoweldge but also to develop skills for open and tolerant 
communication with the others. The themes are developed as interactive sessions that give 
children the opportunity to participate in discussions, create pictures and sketches to understand 
better the material through their everyday experiences. In this way they also gain a better 
understanding of the various manifestations of hate speech on the Internet. 
 
Resources needed: 
The educational resources and books are ready for distribution to schools and interested teachers. 
The lesson plans can be taught in 16 class periods. 
 

Timeframe of implementation: 
2012 – 2014 
 

Evidence of success: 
The methodology of "Children, Parents and Teachers against Hate Speech" has been piloted in 
more than 10 different schools. The report on the use and benefits of the methodology is available 
on the website of the project promoters. The report presents the main results and conclusions of 
the pilot project and recommendations for its introduction to other educational institutions. 
 

Potential for transfer: 

The resource materials include a three-step methodology for working with children and parents to 
prevent hate speech and discrimination by developing the cultural and social skills of the pupils. 
The three steps include on-the-job training through interactive presentation of the content, 
homework in partnership with the parent (s) and organization of a school event for children, 
teachers and parents. The materials include both a methodical tool for the teacher and an 
interactive notebook so the children can also work on the Internet. 
 

Further information: 

The resources were developed within the project ‚Children, parents and teachers together against 
hate speech’ funded by the EEA Grants - https://safenet.bg/bg/novini/241-nacionalen-
koordinacionen-komitet 
 
Contact details: 
ARC Foundations 
Sofia, 5 Alexander Zhendov Street 
Phone 00359 2 973 3000 
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Name: Petar Kanchev 
Organisation: Nationl Safer Internet Center  
Email: safenet@online.bg; hotline@online.bg  
 
 

4.2.2. Good practice 2 
 

Platform Reporteen.bg 
 
Specific objective:  
Reporteen is a platform for public campaigns organized by the Center for Educational Initiatives. 
The platform targets young people between 13 and 19, and aims to foster their creativity through 
digital arts and to let them enter the world of cinema making in a unique and accessible way. 
 
Main organization involved:  
Center for educational initiatives 
http://www.cei-bg.org/en 
  
Location:  
Sofia, Bulgaria  
 
Detailed information:  
Teens can participate in the various competitions on human rights topics by making shorts (3 
minutes) with their cameras or smartphones. The competitions are announced annually on topics 
related to key human rights and societal issues like tolerance, freedom, isolation. The initiative 
also provides thematic resources, educational and training materials aimed at developing teen 
media skills and to provoke debate. The organizers also provide a digital platform to upload 
competition entries, and the winners are selected through popular vote. The platform generates 
significant audience interest with over 45,000 visits annually.  
 

One of Reporteen’s campaigns for example is „Love/Hate“ (https://reporteen.bg/hate-zone), an 
online competition for creating a video on a chosen issue, linking it also to the topic of internet 
hate content. The campaign teaches young people to be tolerant but also critical to the others’ 
opinions, in order to distinguish the healthy critique from the unjustified hate towards individuals 
or groups. 
 
Resources needed: 
The initiative is funded by America for Bulgaria, and the largest budget item is the prize pool for 
participants in the competition worth about 10,000 euros. 
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Timeframe of implementation:  
2012 – ongoing  
 

Evidence of success: 
The participant in the online contest and organizers prove that the "hate" can seek solutions, 
become a constructive critique, and why not “the hate” be ridiculed. The organizers believe, as 
every fifth-grade child knows, that two minuses make a plus. The same is the case with the “hate” 
- when you “hate” problems and find a solution for them, you have successfully resolved the task. 
The project encourages young people not only to “hate” online but also to take the next step - to 
dare to be creative, to provoke dialogue and to propose a solution. The main criteria in the 
selection of the finalists are persuasiveness, personal commitment and power of change. Every 
year, contestants are increasing. For the year 2016, 230 videos from 130 settlements in Bulgaria 
were received.  
 
Potential for transfer: 
The initiative can easily be transferred. It challenges young people to be creative and to propose a 
solution. The initiative uses means and channels familiar to teens. It is suitable for youth and 
media organizations, while the produces videos are great visuals and easy to disseminate online.  
 
Further information: 
https://reporteen.bg/ 
 
Contact details: 
Name: Tsvetan Tsvetansky  
Organisation: Center for educational initiatives 

Email: office@cei-bg.org; tzvetanski@cei-bg.org  
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The analysis and studies on hate speech point out to one major shortcoming in the Bulgarian 
context with regard to the control and counteraction of online hate speech, namely, the 
implementation of the existing legislation on hate speech. The second issue relates to the 
effectiveness of media self-regulations and codes of conduct. Consistent implementation of the 
regulations will lead to more critical media coverage of the information provided as well as to 
more effective screening of the organizations, experts, and politicians who use media to provoke 
and incite intolerance and discrimination towards certain groups through hate speech. The 
application of any of these regulations will be more successful if the online media channels work 
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with IT companies and Internet providers that adhere to the signed agreement with Facebook, 
Twitter, Youtube, and Microsoft to remove content related to hate speech and discrimination. 
 
 

1. Further and more rigorous work is needed by the prosecution office and the courts in 
order to ensure effective sanctions for organisations and individuals who have been charged with 
the use of hate speech online. This includes making easier the procedures for reporting cases of 
hate speech to the responsible authorities. 
 

2. Improving the cooperation between the media and IT companies, to ensure more 
effective use of the mechanisms for reporting and removal of online content involving hate 
speech. 
 

3. There is a need for large-scale information and awareness-raising campaigns at the 
national level to inform the public about the issue and to mobilise civic energy to counter the 
spreading of hate speech on the Internet. In this respect, the creation of school or University 
language codes should be also encouraged, taking care that they do not become a form of 
censorship and limit the freedom of expression. 
 

Such campaigns would more clearly reveal to the public the way in which the media becomes a 
platform of hostile attitudes and hate speech, extreme populism and media attacks not only 
against certain groups that are discriminated against (refugees, migrants, minorities), but also 
against human rights defenders. 
 

4. Amidst the growing proliferation of fake news in the media, such campaigns and 
targeted efforts to improve the media literacy of students, young people and the wider public are 
particularly important. The introduction of media literacy training and critical thinking skills in 
schools, starting with elementary school, will equip young with the skills and knowledge to 
recognize and denounce all forms of propaganda and ideologies whose extreme forms could lead 
not only to the use of hate speech, but to hate crimes and to the radicalisation of intolerance and 
violence towards the Other. 
 

5. Introducing anti-discrimination training with a particular focus on (online) hate speech 
for representatives of different institutions - teachers, journalists and media editors, police 
officers, prosecutors, judges, local government officials. 
 
            6. The responsible state and local authorities should initiate, conduct or commission further 
studies and carrying out public opinion polls to collect data on the scope and spread of hate 
speech. NGOs that have gained experience on the subject can also be involved in these studies, 
but the cooperation between the various stakeholders is critical to the success of any future 
initiatives. 
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